
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
2017 Tax Reform:  

Partnerships and S Corporations 
 

PARTNERSHIP PROVISIONS 

Repeal of Partnership Technical Termination 

Under a "technical termination", a partnership is 
considered as terminated if, within any 12-month 
period, there is a sale or exchange of 50% or more of 
the total interest in partnership capital and profits. 

For partnership tax years beginning after Dec. 31, 
2017, the rule providing for the technical 
termination of a partnership is repealed. The repeal 
doesn't change the pre-Act law rule that a 
partnership is considered as terminated if no part of 
any business, financial operation, or venture of the 
partnership continues to be carried on by any of its 
partners in a partnership 

Look-Through Rule Applied to Gain on Sale 
of Partnership Interest 

For sales and exchanges on or after Nov. 27, 2017, 
gain or loss from the sale or exchange of a 
partnership interest is effectively connected with a 
U.S. trade or business to the extent that the 
transferor would have had effectively connected gain 
or loss had the partnership sold all of its assets at fair 
market value as of the date of the sale or exchange. 
Any gain or loss from the hypothetical asset sale by 
the partnership must be allocated to interests in the 
partnership in the same manner as non-separately 
stated income and loss 

For sales, exchanges, and dispositions after Dec. 31, 
2017, the transferee of a partnership interest must 
withhold 10% of the amount realized on the sale or 
exchange of a partnership interest unless the 

transferor certifies that the transferor is not a 
nonresident alien individual or foreign corporation. 

Partnership "Substantial Built-In Loss" Modified 

In general, a partnership does not adjust the basis of 
partnership property following the transfer of a 
partnership interest unless either the partnership 
has made a one-time election under Code Sec. 754 to 
make basis adjustments, or the partnership has a 
substantial built-in loss immediately after the 
transfer. Under pre-Act law, a substantial built-in 
loss exists if the partnership's adjusted basis in its 
property exceeds by more than $250,000 the fair 
market value of the partnership property.  

For transfers of partnership interests after Dec. 31, 
2017, the definition of a substantial built-in loss is 
modified affecting transfers of partnership interests. 
In addition to the present-law definition, a 
substantial built-in loss also exists if the transferee 
would be allocated a net loss in excess of $250,000 
upon a hypothetical disposition by the partnership 
of all partnership's assets in a fully taxable 
transaction for cash equal to the assets' fair market 
value, immediately after the transfer of the 
partnership interest.  

Charitable Contributions & Foreign Taxes in 
Partner's Share Of Loss 

For partnership tax years beginning after Dec. 31, 
2017, in determining the amount of a partner's loss, 
the partner's distributive shares of partnership 
charitable contributions and taxes paid or accrued to 
foreign countries or U.S. possessions are taken into 
account. However, in the case of a charitable 
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contribution of property with a fair market value 
that exceeds its adjusted basis, the partner's 
distributive share of the excess is not taken into 
account.  

S CORPORATIONS 

Treatment of S Corporation Converted to C 
Corporation 

After a termination of S corporation status, a 
shareholder can carry over losses that were 
disallowed because of the basis limitation and the at-
risk limitation, to the post-termination transition 
period (PTTP) and may deduct these losses if there 
was sufficient basis (or at-risk amount) as of the last 
day of the PTTP. 

For distributions after the date of enactment, 
distributions from an "eligible terminated S 
corporation" are treated as paid from its 
accumulated adjustments account and from its 
earnings and profits on a pro rata basis. Resulting 
adjustments are taken into account ratably over a 6-
year period. An eligible terminated S corporation is 

any C corporation which (i) was an S corporation on 
the date before the enactment date, (ii) revoked its S 
corporation election during the 2-year period 
beginning on the enactment date, and (iii) had the 
same owners on the enactment date and on the 
revocation date (in the same proportion).   

Qualifying Beneficiaries of an ESBT 

Effective on Jan. 1, 2018, the Act allows a 
nonresident alien individual to be a potential current 
beneficiary of an ESBT.  

Charitable Contribution Deduction for ESBTs 

For tax years beginning after Dec. 31, 2017, the Act 
provides that the charitable contribution deduction 
of an ESBT is not determined by the rules generally 
applicable to trusts but rather by the rules applicable 
to individuals. Thus, the percentage limitations and 
carryforward provisions applicable to individuals 
apply to charitable contributions made by the 
portion of an ESBT holding S corporation stock.  
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